THE ULTIMATE
10 Step
Communication
Plan
TOOLKIT

STEP 1: Aligning Goals
§

Begin at the beginning and make sure the
strategic goals of the business line-up
with the goals of the communication
strategy.

§

The purpose of the communication plan
is to serve the business goals.

§

EG: Business Goal = to grow, Comms
Goal = Attract new customers!
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STEP 2: Distilling the
Message
§

To Distill: When you distill something, you
are boiling it down to its essence — its
most important part. Whether it's alcohol
or ideas, the distilled part is the most
powerful.

§

Formulate one single sentence that
captures your communication strategy.
This will be the corner stone of all
messages going forward.

§

EG. We empower clients to unlock their
growth potential in a green and inclusive
economy.
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STEP 3: Identify
Stakeholders
§

Begin inside your organisation and write
down every single stakeholder grouping.

§

They all have a different relationship with
the organisation and will need different
messages and platforms.

§

EG: Owners, Shareholders, EXCO, Senior
Management, Staff, Suppliers, Clients,
Potential Clients, Competition, Media,
Local Government, National Government
etc
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STEP 4: Evaluate & Map
§

What are the proximity of each grouping?
In other words, how important is a
grouping to the fulfillment of your
strategic goals.

§

Map out your landscape to understand
the priority stakeholders, this is
sometimes surprising when you use your
distilled message as rule-of-thumb!

§

EG: Staff = Brand Ambassadors, Key
component for your organisation’s
survival!
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STEP 5: Translate the
Message
§

It will now be clear that because each
stakeholder group has a different
relationship to your strategic goals, they will
also have different purposes.

§

Put yourself in the shoes of each grouping
and translate the main message into a
message that will get them excited! All
stakeholders are created equal…some are
just more equal than others!

§

EG: Staff = [Key Message: We empower
clients to unlock their growth potential in a
green and inclusive economy.] Personalised
message: Together we hold the keys to the
future of our clients and our business.
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STEP 6: Matching Group +
Message + Medium
§

Resonance: A quality that makes
something personally meaningful or
important to someone

§

Once you understand your Stakeholder
landscape, you will understand that you
need a message married with a platform
that will resonate with that specific
group.

§

EG: Social media platforms all have
different purposes, so do Newsletters and
direct mail campaigns.
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STEP 7: Calendar
§

Sharpen the pencils and assign the
activities, tools and media.

§

Depending on the time-line you are
working with, space your activities, tools
and media in such a way that there is
constant communication with all groups.

§

BE REALISTIC WITH TIME-LINES! There
will be dates that are fixed, start with
those and be practical. Remember to
work in an logical evaluation tool where it
makes sense. Feedback from clients,
reports from campaigns etc.
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STEP 8: Budget
§

Not rocket science but the fundamental
enabler of your strategy!

§

Start with your grocery list – what will
you need to implement your calendar,
What can be done in-house, what needs
to be outsourced and what will it cost.

§

What is the budget available? Adapt your
calendar items to match your budget
capacity!
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STEP 9: Implement
§

Roll up those sleeves and start
implementing.

§

Draw up a simple project plan frame
work.

§

Communicate duties, objectives and
timelines clearly with your team.

§

Communicate regularly and
consequently! Reality happens and you
need to be able to adapt and invent.

STEP 10: Review and
Evaluate
§

First port of call – was it on time and in
budget? Don’t wait until the end of the
planned calendar, review after every
activity, you might need to reconsider
future timing or activities.

§

Don’t be afraid of feedback – if you don’t
listen to the needs of your customers you
will not be relevant!

§

Adapt and grow – Only when you don’t
learn from past mistakes or failures will
that exercise be wasted!

MORE INFO
§

If you want more information on our
services and methodologies or need a
rapid communication intervention,
contact the team that has cracked the
nut! We deliver on time, in budget and
beyond expectation.

§

surisa.nel@blankcanvas.co.za

§

012 844 0136

§

www.blankcanvas.co.za

